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DEPARTMENT STORE
ACCOUNTS
P A R T II

MAIL-ORDER DEPARTMENT
The mail-order department of a large department store is daily
assuming greater importance. T he country sales of these stores are
constantly increasing in magnitude and the officers are endeavoring
to further increase the sales of this department by issuing large and
expensive catalogs, which are sent out free, from time to time, to their
country customers.
This department handles all of the out-of-town sales except
those suburban towns included in the regular city delivery, and some
houses even let every order received by mail pass through this depart
ment even if it is a regular city charge customer.
The development of the mail-order department depends very
largely upon the energy of its manager. Card indexes are usually
kept of all customers and of all persons to whom catalogs are sent.
These cards, Fig. 39, should contain the name and address with a
record of the date upon which catalogs were sent, a column for special
letters, and columns for recording date and amount of orders as
shipped. These cards should be assorted by state and town alphabet
ically, with proper division tabs as necessary. Whenever an order is
received from a customer, whether accompanied by the cash, to be
sent c. O. D., or charged, it is entered in the M. O. D. order book,
stamped with the date of its receipt, numbered according to the
number at time of entry, and the amount of cash (if any, is received)
entered on the letter with a blue pencil. The entry of the order,
by number is then made in the order register, Fig. 40, and the order
given to the order clerk to make the proper requisition for the goods
through the different departments of the store.

Fig. 39,

Front and Reverse of Mail-Order Customer’s Card

Fig. 40.

Order Register for Use in the Mail-Order Department

Fig. 41.

Cashier’s Tally of Cash Received from Mail-Order Customers
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The letters are then passed to the mail-order cashier, who enters
the amounts received, from the notation on the letters, in his cash
book, balancing them with the entire amount which he has received.
This amount must tally with the cash orders passed for the day.
At the close of the day, the entire amount of cash received is turned
over with the tally sheet, Fig. 41, to the general cashier. The sheets
turned over should have the O .K . of the manager of the department.
Order Department. As soon as possible after receipt, the letter
or order from the customer is turned over to the order department
for filling. In this department there are a number of clerks whose
duty it is to analyze the orders and make out a department requisition
for them. One order frequently requires goods from a number
of different departments. The blanks for this purpose have a large
number signifying the clerk handling the same, then follow the num
ber of the order, the department upon whom it is drawn, and a de
tailed description of the articles desired, obtained from the instruc
tions of the customer. The requisitions, after having been filled out,
are assorted to departments, sent to the proper departments where
the orders are filled, and the goods, together with the requisitions,
returned to the M. o. d . After the clerk has finished analyzing and
entering one order, she makes out a shipping ticket, giving the num
ber of the order, customer’s address, whether charge, cash, or c. o. D .,
how the goods are to be sent, and a resumé of the articles ordered.
These tickets are all delivered to the shipping clerk and assorted
according to order clerk’s numbers, to await the arrival of the goods.
When the goods are received, they are checked and, if found correct,
packed and O .K .’d for shipment as directed. It frequently happens
that departments cannot fill orders as given, and if such is the case,
a notation is made on the back of the requisition giving the reasons,
that a portion of the order is marked unfilled, and, if it is only a matter
of a short delay, a new ticket is made and again sent to the depart
ment to be filled. If the goods cannot be procured, or a matter of
several days intervene before shipment, the shortage is reported
to the general manager, who authorizes a credit for the customer and
writes to him immediately, explaining the cause of the delay or
inability to ship.
The department requisition blank is shown in Fig. 42, and the
shipping ticket in Fig. 43.

Fig 4 2

Mail-Order Department Requisition on Other Departments
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Return of goods to the m . o . d . is handled in a manner similar to
that already described.
They are entered in a return book, Fig. 44,
which gives the number of the original order, name and address,
amount of the original order, and amount of credit. In the case of
country shipments, the amount credited to the customer on return
is frequently less than the amount originally remitted, as the customer

F ig . 43.

Shipping Ticket for Mail Orders— Front and Reverse

pays express or postage due on goods returned.
A duplicate credit
memo, Fig. 45, is made out, the original sent to the customer,
and the duplicate filed to be drawn on at any time that the custo
mer sends in other orders, or to be remitted if so requested by the
customer. Goods that have been returned by customers are returned
to the department on the regular return blank. The department is
charged and the m . o . d . credited.
The detail in this department has been very briefly given and
must be considerably amplified where the department is a large one,
but sufficient has been said to cover the salient points and make
clear the methods of handling the work.
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CASHIERS

T o facilitate the handling of cash and to enable customers to
receive their change or paid ticket with the least possible delay,
large stores usually have a number of cashiers. The cash boy and cash
girl system is practically done away with, and now the cash is taken
to the different cashiers either by carrier or by pneumatic tubes.

Fig. 44.

Register of Returns in Mail-Order Department

In the large stores the pneumatic tube is greatly favored, and all of
the cashiers are located in the tube room, which is usually placed in
that portion of the building least desired for other purposes. Each
cashier has a number, and each tube with its carriers is also provided
with a number. One cashier may have to do with several depart
ments.
In the morning when the department cashier goes on duty, a
sufficient amount of money (usually $100 00) is given her by the gen
eral cashier for use as change. In making her report, she arranges
all of her receipts by department number, giving the total amount
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received from each department. From time to time during the day
the cashier may collect surplus funds from the department cashiers,
giving them receipts for the amounts taken, which are turned in at
night with their report. Extra cashiers are kept on hand to take the
place of those absent, or called away, and thus the force is
always represented. At night all of the money with the report of

Fig 45

Credit Memo from Mail-Order Department for Returned Merchandise

each department cashier is presented to the general cashier, and it
is needless to say that these cashiers are expected to be in exact balance.
A sample of a cashier’s report is shown in Fig. 46.
Each cashier has a paid stamp of a different design and color
from that of the regular cashier, so that their tickets may be readily
distinguished. No checks are allowed to be received in payment of
goods unless they have the O K . of the floorwalker or proper officer.
General Cashier. The general cashier has the entire charge of
the receipts and disbursements of the store. He is responsible for
the working of the entire cash department and it is under his super
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vision. He can establish such assistants’ desks as are necessary,
and it is his duty to revise each report and to provide sub-cashiers
with their “ in money” each morning. The total amount received
from the different cashiers in the store is entered to the credit of each
cashier to be further subdivided into departments after the general
cashier has received the
reports of the day from
the auditing department.
A form for cash receipts
is shown in Fig. 47.
This cash book is
for the general receipts
only, the column d e 
partment c a s h being
the totals. The posting
to the credit of each
d e p a r t m e n t is made
f r o m the detail sheet,
Fig. 48, these detail
s h e e t s b e i n g entered
each day f r o m the re
ports of the auditing de
partment.
The t o t a l
receipts from all depart
ments for one day must
equal the total receipts
as shown by the general
cash book.
It has been found
Fig. 46. Individual Cashier’s Daily Report
that t h e r e are some
departments where it is
necessary to use the cash register and to have independent cashiers,
such as restaurant, candy and soda water, post cards, and the like.
The cashiers for these departments are provided with “ in money”
each morning for change, which is rung up on the machine. They
make a report of the cash receipts of their department similar to
other cashiers’ reports and which is verified by an inspector from the
machine register. The cashier deposits a large portion of the receipts

Fig. 47.

Debit or Received Side of General Cash Book

Fig. 48.

Detail Sheet Showing Cash R eceipts by Departments
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each day keeping only a sufficient amount to supply the various
cashiers with change, and all disbursements are made by check or
imprest account. By imprest account is meant a certain amount
of money charged out for a certain purpose; for instance, necessary
cash purchases for which a cashier turns the money over to a
local buyer.
A certain amount of money, say $500.00, is
imprest and charged to cash purchase account.
The cashier
has charge of this money.
She makes a report to the general
cashier each day for articles purchased, giving departments
and amount expended for each department, with vouchers for all
purchases. A check is given her for the total amount expended, which
brings her cash back to the original amount, $500.00.
Store Cashiers. The first assistant cashier is usually located
on the main floor and is called the store cashier. T o him are made
all payments by customers on account, either in the regular books
or the installment books, and by him is disbursed ail of the cash for
city cash purchases as before described.
All of the mail containing checks for payments on accounts
kept in the customers’ ledgers is also turned over to this cashier.
His record of receipts is shown daily on a form for that purpose,
Fig. 49, and his disbursements are entered on a sheet for this pur
pose, Fig. 50. All refund checks are cashed by him.
At night he reports to the general cashier the total amount
received and the total amount disbursed, with the balance of the
money on hand. The cashier enters this report in the general cash
book, but the sheets go to the auditing department for a distribution
of the debits and credits to the bookkeeping department, The form
of this report to the general cashier is shown in Fig. 51. Various
disbursements besides those mentioned are frequently made by the
store cashier, such as claims for overpayment or discounts, the cash
ing of cashier’s slips and cash coupons for the various store cashiers
at the close of the day. These are cashed that the transacions may
be recorded in the petty cash book.
Other cashiers are used in the stores in various departments,
one being necessary at the transfer desk, one in the c. o. d . depart
ment, and frequently special cashiers at other departments.
There are numerous petty disbursements, such as postage, car
fare, freight, express, and other small expenses, which are paid by

Fig. 49.

Report of Cash Receipts Divided by Ledgers.

The Number of Special Columns on this Sheet Depends upon the Number of Ledgers Used
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the assistant cashier upon presentation of proper vouchers, which
must be entered upon the petty cash book and included in the regular
daily report. The ruling of the petty cash sheet is shown in Fig. 52.
CASH DISBURSEMENTS
The credit side of the cash book, or the cash disbursements
sheet, is ruled and printed on buff paper and, for convenience, is
nearly always handled as a separate book. The sheet should be

Fig. 50.

Store Cashier’s Register of Disbursements

14 X 16 inches in size and should show columns for date, voucher
number, to whom given, department, accounts payable, contra dis
count, department expense, general expense, salary, wages, refunds,
and general ledger. In this book are entered daily the total amount of
bills paid, as shown by the reports from the auditing department.
This amount is entered in the accounts payable column, with the
cash discount earned in the contra discount column. Freight and
express, department pay-roll, and any other definite department
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expenses are entered on a detail sheet, Fig. 53, similar to Fig. 48, except
it should be printed on buff paper and marked Disbursements
instead of Receipts. The particulars are entered upon the detail
sheet from information received from the auditing department, and
the total of the charges to all departments for the day should equal
the total of department expense on the disbursement sheet.

Fig. 51.

Store Cashier's Daily Report to General Cashier

The general expense column is for every character of general
expense not chargeable to any direct department. This column
should be analyzed at the end of each month, and the amount of each
class of expense carried, in total, to the general column, where it can
be charged to its proper account. The salary column is used for
the salaries of executive officers, and for other salaried employes in
the store and office not connected with any definite department.
The wages column is for the wages of employes not connected with
any definite department. The total of the salary column and the
wages column should be carried into the general ledger column at

Fig. 52.

Register of Petty Cash Disbursements

53

The Credit or Disbursement Side of General Cash Book
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the end of the month for posting. As advertising bills are usually
paid monthly, it is hardly worth while to run a special column for this
purpose. The refund column should contain the total of the refunds
as shown by the report of the refund clerk upon a detail sheet from
which the charges are made to the department. The miscellaneous
cash charges to departments such as freight and express, department
pay-roll, etc., are posted to departments in the general ledger from
the detail sheet used for that purpose. As the reports furnished by
the auditing department and the refund department, together with
the detail sheet showing the totals to he charged to departments, are
subsidiary cash books and are necessary to explain the entries in the
general cash, they should each be bound in separate binders and
preserved with the same care as the general cash book.
In making up a loose-leaf cash book, the pages should be num
bered at the time the sheets are made, and each page should follow
consecutively, the same as in a bound book. A sufficient number of
sheets to last for thirty days is placed in a spring-back holder marked
cash receipts or cash disbursements as the case may be. At the
close of the month after the posting is completed and the balance
is carried forward to the new month, the sheets are placed in a per
manent sectional-post transfer binder. If this binder is labeled on
the back upside down and the sheets are reversed when being placed
in the binder, they will follow consecutively without any difficulty
whatever in placing them therein.
The department daily charge sheet covers the total charges each
day for one month, but the details of these charges should accom
pany and remain with the sheet after entry. The form used for this
detail of charges will be given in connection with the auditing depart
ment.
Voucher Checks. As far as it is possible to do so, all bills should
be paid by voucher check. Large stores frequently use a number
of different banks. Where several banks are used, it has been found
the most satisfactory plan to use all of the banks except one
as banks of deposit, checking from the others to make up the account
of the one upon which checks are drawn as often and to as great an
amount as is necessary. Some managers check upon one bank for
a certain class of expenditures, and upon another for a different class,
thus identifying the nature of the expenditure to a certain extent by

Fig. 54.

Front and Reverse of Voucher Check
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the bank upon which it is drawn. This plan, however, does not
afford any special advantage. The vouchers are drawn up in the
different departments established for that purpose and are presented
to the proper officials for their O .K ., together with the bills or memo
randa authorizing their issuance. A voucher check is shown in Fig. 54.

Fig. 55.

A Convenient Form of Check Register

After the voucher checks have been signed and O .K .’d, the
accompanying data is filed in its proper place, the checks are taken
by the cashier and entered according to their classification and after
wards given to the register clerk to be entered in the check register or
registers, Fig. 55, according to the bank upon which they were drawn.
The checks are then handed to the mailing clerk to be mailed or
delivered. The advantage of this method of paying bills is that no
receipt, no special letter, and no additional labor are required. Fur
ther labor has been cut out by many houses by the use of the openface or window envelope, which is so arranged that the address upon
the voucher is shown through the opening after folding and inserting,
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making it unnecessary for an envelope to be specially written. This
not only saves time, but insures greater accuracy, as each time a
copy is made there is an additional likelihood of error. The number
of the voucher and the date of payment are entered upon the bill
paid before it is permanently filed.
Salaries. The payments of salaries of the executive force and
of such other employes who come under the head of the salaried list
(usual ly those whose
time is not kept by the
time-keeper) are pai d
upon a d e f i n i t e date
each month by the chief
c a s h i e r , the p r o p e r
charge being made at the
time through his cash.
Pay=Roll. The pay
ment of all employes
who come under the
wage class, while it is
made through the direc
tion and from the office
of the chief cashier, is
figured and apportioned
by the time-keeper.
Where time clocks are
used, the weekly cards
are taken out of the
rack at the end of the
week, and new blanks
Fig. 56. Em ploye's W eekly Time Card
properly n u m b e r e d
inserted for use the ensuing week. Where time is kept in the time
books, it is very convenient to have a time card, size 4 X 6 inches,
which does not need to be renewed except about once in four months.
At the top of the card is a space for the name of the employe and
address, if desired, date of entering employ, rate of salary, number
of department, number of clerk, and, if this card is used in connection
with the clock system, the clock number. In the body of the card is
shown the week, number of working days, charges for material,
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merchandise, etc. against the employe, the amount paid and the
amount charged to the pay-roll, Fig. 56.
These cards are filed to departments as represented by the
general ledger account, the executive, general, advertising, auditing,
manufacturing, and accounting department having the cards in
alphabetical order, while the store departments have the cards filed
by clerk’s number.
If an employe is transferred from one depart
ment to another, the card should be transferred. If an employe
leaves the firm, or is temporarily absent on account of sickness or
other causes, the card is placed in an inactive tray. By this means,
the employes working in any given department are shown at all times.
As these cards are already sorted into departments, all that the
paymaster has to do in making up the pay-roll is to consider each
card independently, note the amount in the paid column, pass the
money necessary over to an assistant, who recounts and calls back
the amount, placing it in an envelope which has been marked with
the name or number of the payee, and the amount inclosed.
After the money is put up for one department, the amounts as
shown upon the cards are listed to that department. The correctness
of the pay-roll is proven by three operations upon the adding machine,
which must tally; first are added the amounts as shown by the cards
for the department; second, the amounts as shown by the pay
envelopes; third, the amounts as shown by the pay-roll sheet. The
pay-roll sheet, Fig. 57, can be written up prior to the putting up of
the money, the additions made, and the totals added showing the entire
amount of money necessary for pay-roll purposes, which is usually
drawn in one check.
After the pay-rolls are completed and proven, the department
pay-roll with the money is delivered to the manager of each depart
ment, who attends to the distribution of wages in his department,
obtaining if necessary, the receipt of the employe upon each roll.
After this is completed, the manager returns the pay-roll to the chief
cashier or the accounting department, where the entire week’s pay
roll is entered on a summary sheet, checked back, and charged against
the proper department. This summary sheet may be similar to the
detail sheet, Fig. 48. After the pay-rolls are completed and proven,
the cards are returned to the time-keeper for a record of the suc
ceeding week.

Fig. 57.

Pay-Roll Register Arranged for W eekly Record
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A report of the total salaries by departments, as compared with
the salaries of the previous year, should be made up each week, and
a summary total for three months, six months, and the full year be
kept in the same manner.
If any payment is made for overtime, or any allowance given for
“ supper money” for extra work, such amounts should be entered on
the pay card in red ink. Changes in wages or salaries are reported
to the time clerk. While the system given above embraces the
entire salaried force of the house, including executives, they would
not all come under the supervision of the time-keeper. The same
method is pursued throughout, but the cards for those employed who
do not come under the time-keeper’s supervision should be kept in
the chief cashier’s office and controlled by him personally.
HANDLING CHARGE SALES
The handling of the charges and methods of posting them to the
customers’ accounts is a very important part of the accounting work
of a department store. Most of the large department stores have
adopted loose-leaf ledgers for keeping their customers’ accounts,
and use from ten to fifty ledgers for the purpose. The method of
Marshall Field & Company in handling the checks, posting to the
ledgers, making bills and statements, and proving each transaction
will be described here.
This firm probably uses as large, if not a larger number of laborsaving machines (such as the comptometer adding machine, the
listing machine, and the writing-adding machine) than any other
firm in the United States.
As their methods would not conform to a system where these
machines were not in use, the system of another large State street
store, using a lesser number of machines, will also be given.
In large houses of this kind, handling many thousand charge
sales a day, that are distributed and must be charged among a clientele
of twice or three times as many customers, it is necessary to use the
most simple and direct methods; consequently, the entry to the ledger
is made from the original tickets or from the journal sheet copy of the
monthly statement, which will be described.
The charge tickets are all delivered to the “ sorting room” as
often as possible during the day and completed at night for the day’s
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business. These tickets are first sorted for posting purposes. As
the ledgers are divided alphabetically, the tickets are also sorted
alphabetically, thus all of the tickets bearing charges for the ledger
will be assorted for ready posting in this ledger.
After these tickets are assorted, they are add
ed on the comptometer adding machine and a
ticket made for each bunch of charge checks.
After billing and posting, the checks are sorted
to departments for each ledger or group of ledgers,
and the total for each department is entered on a
gummed strip, having the numbers of the sections
(or departments) printed thereon. This gummed
strip, or others similar, plays a very important
part in the work, as will be seen later. As soon
as the addition is completed for one bunch of
checks, or the charges which go into one ledger,
the slip is marked at the top with the letter or
number of the ledger, and laid aside with similar
strips. For sample of the gummed strip see Fig. 58.
As soon as the addition of the checks is
completed (and this addition is conducted by a
number of operators, each having the checks
Fig. 58.
Tally Slip
representing charges for two or three ledgers), the
bunch of checks are fastened by a rubber band and then given to
the bookkeeper for examination in reference to correctness, espe
cially as to account number. As these checks have been arranged
alphabetically, the checking is accomplished very rapidly. No post
ing is done until after the charges have been entered by the bill clerks.
Billing. As soon as the bookkeeper has finished his examina
tion, the charge checks are distributed to the billers. Each of the
billing clerks is an operator of the writing-billing machine. The
monthly bill or statement is arranged to fold over a journal
sheet with a similar ruling. The statements used, Fig. 59, have the
three-column ruling similar to the ledger, but upon these statements
each item purchased is entered and carried out. The lower sheet
extends to the left about one inch and is punched to go into a prong
binder.
At the head of the statement the customer’s name
and address appear with the account number.
A carbon is inserted
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between a first and second sheet, thus duplicating the entry. At
the right is a tally sheet upon which is entered the total amount of
the day’s posting to any one account, Fig. 60.
The number of the customer’s account is placed before each
item on this tally sheet. On beginning the account at the first of
the month, the amount due by the customer is entered upon the sheet
by the bookkeeper. As these sheets run alphabetically, the same as

Fig. 59.

Duplicate Bill and Charge Form

with customers’ accounts in the ledger, it is very easy to find them
when needed for posting purposes. The credits of cash and returns,
to be further explained hereafter, are made in the same manner by
the billing clerk, except that it is usual to enter the credits in red, as
each machine is supplied with a two-colored ribbon, which is readily
shifted. At the close of the last day’s business, the total is footed,
the statement compared with the ledger balance, torn off at the
perforation, and mailed to the customer, the duplicate being filed as
the sales journal for the month, and each ledger being kept separate.
Some of the writing machines have an adding attachment,
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which gives the total of the checks entered by the billing clerk for the
day, which must tally with the total ledger sales. By this plan,
nothing in the way of journal, sales book, or blotter is required. There
is no possibility of goods being sold and not charged.
Some firms use the journal duplicate as a ledger page and do
not keep any ledgers at all; but a serious objection to this method is
found in the fact that the sheets are not punched for a regular ledger
binder and, as the ledger
should be a permanent
record, this plan is not
recommended.
T h e re
is no reason, however,
for the daily posting to
the ledger account, pro
viding the proving of the
proper entries has been
carefully done. It would
be just as well to wait
until the end of the
month and then post the
totals as shown by the
j o u r n a l sheet to each
of the accounts.
This
•would m a k e a great
difference in the number
of b o o k k e e p e rs neces
sary.
Posting and Checking.
Fig. 60, Tally of Total Daily Postings
After the work is finished
by the billing clerks, the bookkeepers receive the tally sheets for the
different ledgers and the charge checks, and proceed to make the
postings for the day, checking with the tally sheet as they post. If
any errors are discovered, the matter is immediately rectified either
in the statement or the ledger, by reference to the original charge
check.
The ledger sheet most frequently used by department stores,
and one that is particularly adapted to their work, is the double threecolumn (debit, credit, and balance) sheet. This form may be as
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small as 11X12 inches, but most houses prefer a sheet size of 14X16
inches. These sheets are used in current and transfer binders similar
to other loose-leaf ledgers, and are subdivided according to the num
ber of current customers’ accounts and do not run more than 600
to one ledger, Fig. 61.
Credits for Merchandise. Checks for returns or rebates to charge
customers are received by the department and handled in a manner

Fig. 61.

Popular Form of Customers’ Ledger

exactly similar to charge checks with the exception of their being
posted to the credit of the various accounts.
The gummed strips which have been made by the adding-machine
girls are now pasted side by side upon a sheet, beginning with ledger
A and following with the ledgers consecutively. When the strips
representing the charges in all of the ledgers have been pasted on the
sheet, they represent the day’s charges from all departments to every
ledger and, being added laterally or cross-added, show the charge
sales from each department. The addition of the total charge sales
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of each department will balance the cross-addition of the charge sales
to each ledger. It will also balance the totals of the tally sheets of
the different billing clerks.
At the bottom of each strip is the total from which is subtracted
the total of the returns and rebates as shown by its slip, leaving the
net total sales for the department for each ledger. The strip show
ing the returns and rebates are pasted on a sheet and cross-added in
a manner similar to that described for the charges.

F ig. 62.

C red it Slip for Cash Paid on Account

Customers’ Cash Credits. The assistant cashier who receives
the store payments and collections enters them as received on an
autographic register. The duplicate “ cash slip,” numbered con
secutively, is sent to the sorting department the same way as the
charge checks. A sample of the cash slip used is shown in Fig. 62. A
recap of cash slips is made on the adding machine for each ledger,
giving the account number and amount. The posting is then made
by the bookkeeper in the ledger from the original cash slips and
checked against the recap for his ledger. An entry is made on the
gummed strip, showing the entire amount of credit cash postings to
each ledger, the total credit cash postings to all ledgers balancing
the cashier’s report of total cash received from customers.
The cash slips are then passed to the billing clerk who enters
the total credits to each customer for the day, noting the amount on
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the tally sheet as was done with the debit. The total of the tally
sheet must agree with the recapitulation of the cash slips as made
up from the additions on the adding machine. The gummed slips
for succeeding days are pasted side by side for one month and the
cross-addition shows the total cash credit postings to each ledger for
the month, and renders balancing easy.
Balancing Individual Ledgers. It is a very simple matter to
balance individual ledgers where this method of entry and proving
is adopted. Having an unimpeachable record of all of the charges
and all of the credits which have been posted to each customer’s
ledger, it is only necessary to add to the previous month’s balance
the total amount of the debit postings as shown by the record and
subtract therefrom the total amount of the credit postings for the
month to know the balance which should appear in the ledger, which
would be the same as the balance of the controlling account in the
general ledger. In taking off the balance at the end of the month,
it is only necessary to read the balances from the ledger to an addingmachine operator and, if the total agrees with the total as found by
the above method, the ledger is in balance. As the postings are
checked daily, there is very little opportunity for error to occur except
in bringing down the balance, and, if the ledger should not balance,
immediately, the first step would be to check the list to see that they
were called and entered correctly, the next to prove the additions,
and the last— if the error should not be found— to prove the individual
balances for the month.
There are some differences necessary from the method above
described in stores that do not use a large number of adding machines,
listing machines, and billing machines.
The sorting of the sales checks is done in the same manner
described. The checks for each ledger are separated and assorted
according to alphabetical sequence. They are then given directly
to the bookkeeper who posts them to the ledger account. They are
then taken by entry clerks and entered on a journal sheet, the account
number, name, and address, with the amount of the charge, being
all that is entered. The sheet has columns for each ledger, with the
number and letter. The one shown in Fig. 63 has ledger columns
for ledgers 1, A — 2, B— 3, C. This sheet would receive the entries
for these three ledgers only, other sheets being provided for other

Pig. 63.

Journal Form for Recapitulating Daily Postings According to Ledgers
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ledgers, each one accommodating three ledgers, until all the ledgers
are represented. After a sheet has been completed, the bookkeeper
having charge of the ledgers represented thereon checks his postings
against the journal sheet, which is filed in its proper binding. Each
journal sheet is paged consecutively, and the initials of the entry clerk,
the initials of the adder, a verification of the addition, initials of the
bookkeeper as posted, and a verification of the billing and posting
are entered.
After the posting is completed, the checks are given to the biller,
who makes out a duplicate bill similar to that described above.
The checks are then taken and entered upon a distribution sheet,
Fig. 64, which brings the charges into the proper ledger section
and proves the correctness of the journal. The object of this
distribution sheet is to render unnecessary frequent researches on the
various journal sheets and to bring the entire postings for each ledger
for the month together. The journal sheet is made up daily, while
the distribution sheet is continuous. While many firms repeat the
names and addresses on the distribution sheet and enter each day’s
purchases to the customers separately, if proper precautions have been
taken in adding and balancing the other records, the total of each
day’s business entered upon the distribution sheet taken from the
journal record will be all-sufficient. Even the smaller stores are
provided with adding machines for adding and proving the separate
checks and the record of them. The total cash sales of all depart
ments are carried to the cashier’s balance sheet, Fig. 65.
ACCOUNTS WITH EMPLOYES
In all department stores, the employes are allowed a certain
discount from the selling price on all the goods that they purchase
in the store, and as there are frequently five hundred to one thousand
employes or over, these sales aggregate a considerable amount. Such
checks are marked Store and are first entered in a store purchase
book, Fig. 66. This book is ruled for the entry of the clerk’s number,
name, and an amount column for each day of the week. The charge
checks are assorted for this ledger according to clerks’ numbers.
As credit is not extended longer than one week upon these accounts,
it is practically unnecessary to make any postings or to keep any other
ledger than the store purchase book. At the close of the week the
entire amount of each clerk’s purchases is listed, and given to the

Fig. 64.

Recapitulation Sheet for Charge Tickets

Fig. 6 5.

The General Cashier’ s Daily Balance Sheet
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time-keeper, to be deducted from the payment of his week’s wages.
If the purchases are large enough to exceed the wages of the clerk,
arrangements must previously be made with the credit department,
and the account is carried in the same manner as that of any other
customer. At the end of the day a ruling is placed under the last
entry in the purchase book and the footing is brought down in pencil,
and balanced with the store ledger balance of the auditor similarly
to the balancing of the customers’ ledger.
The purchases by employes are usually made in the early morn
ing, and none are allowed upon the last day before pay day without the
O.K. of the department manager on the ticket. Sales to employes
are usually made without the permission “ to return goods.” This
is on account of the additional amount of work involved and the
assumption that the clerks are not liable to purchase articles with
any possibility or necessity of returning. As the amount of their
purchases is taken from their weekly wages, if returns are made
which are passed upon favorably by the department manager, they
are treated similarly to returns of cash customers, and cash refund
tickets are issued by the adjustment bureau.
THE AUDITING DEPARTMENT
While the sorting and adding of the charge tickets has been
going on, there is another elaborate transaction covering the auditing
of the cash sales being made in the auditing department.
Each morning the head of the department writes a schedule of
the assignments for the operators of the adding machines. At one
o ’clock of each day, a call is made for the sales slips from the various
cashiers. All of the slips which have accumulated up to that time
are gathered and taken to the auditing department, where they are
kept in separate bundles, one for each cashier. They are then given
to the sorting girls who rapidly distribute them and sort them to
departments. The slips from each department are again assorted
into smaller piles each representing the number of the particular
sales clerk, and these again are arranged in consecutive numerical
order. These bundles are then thrown into the distributing racks
for the adding-machine operators. There is usually another call
for slips about 3 o’clock p . m . and another at 5 o’clock p. m . Thus,
all of the cash sales of the day up to 5 o’clock p. m . have been assorted

Fig. 66.

Register of Purchases Made by Employes
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to cashiers, departments, and clerks by the time the store closes.
The slips that have accumulated from sales during the hour between
5 and 6 o ’clock (or the closing of the store) are taken up at 8 o’clock
the next morning, and it requires but a few minutes for the
sorters to arrange them and add them to the piles already in the dis
tributing rack. When this is done the checks are ready for the addingmachine operators.

Fig. 67.

Cashier’s Daily Audit

The manager knows about how many packages of checks can
be added by one operator within a given time; therefore, the assign
ment is such that one machine may handle two or three cashiers.
The assignments are changed frequently so that there is no possibility
of any collusion between the cashier and the machine operators.
The totals of each cashier are taken first, and the amount entered
on a slip with the cashier’s name and number. This is referred to
the auditor and afterwards entered on the cashier’s audit for the
day, Fig. 67. The total of these checks must agree with the total
receipts of the day as reported by the cashier.
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The next operation is the addition of the checks by depart
ments. In doing this the gummed sheet again comes in evidence.
The cashier’s number is placed at the head of the strip and the
amount of the check for each department is entered opposite the
proper department number. After all of the cash checks of the
different cashiers have been added, the total strips are pasted side
by side, and the amounts of each department are added and placed
upon a total strip, pasted at the right. The result is the total
cash sales of the day by departments, which must balance with the
total sales as checked to cashiers and the total cash sales as reported
by the cashier.
The next operation is to add the checks of each cashier according
to the number of the sales clerk. The results are placed on strips in
the same manner as indicated above, are cross-added, and the total at
the right hand exhibits the total cash sales for the day of each clerk in
each department of the store. The total of these amounts must bal
ance with the total department sales, with the total sales as checked
to cashiers, and with the total cash sales as reported by the cashier.
The total sales of the day for cash, the total receipts of each store
cashier, the cash sales of each department, and the cash sales of
each and every clerk in the store are now in hand. A comparison of
these totals proves the accuracy of the entire transaction beyond any
possibility of error. It is very unlikely that different operators
would make a mistake in reading an amount from a sales check and,
as the checks are given to different operators for different purposes,
and thus changed around, the one who added for the cashiers does
not do the department addition, and still another does the addition
for the separate sales people. As illustrative of the general accuracy
of the adding machine, the superintendent of the accounting depart
ment of one of the largest stores in Chicago said that in the handling
of over one million sales checks there were less than one hundred
errors made on the first addition.
This work has really required but a comparatively short time
and gives the auditor ample time to make out two balance sheets,
one for clerks and departments, and the other for the cashiers. The
cashier’s balance sheet, Fig. 68, bears printed headings, a vertical col
umn for each department at the left and a horizontal column for each
cashier. The top line shows amounts cashed for the several depart
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ments in their order, with a cashier’s total in the last column. The
first left-hand column would show the total amount received from
department N o. 1, by the different cashiers, while the cross-footing at
the bottom shows the total of each of the different departments.
The total of the last column must agree with this cross-footing, and
show the total cash receipts of the day for the whole store.

Fig. 68.

Departmental Cash Summary

Auditing Charge Checks. After the charge checks have gone
through the ledger department as has been described, they are re
ceived in the auditing department and are treated in a manner similar
to cash checks. The individual bookkeeper has reported to the
auditor his results showing the charges debited to each of the cus
tomer’s ledgers. The assortment and addition of the checks by
departments and by clerks’ numbers tallies with the individual
bookkeeper’s report.
The addition of the cash sales of each department which have
been listed and the charge sales give the total sales of each depart
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ment for the day; and the addition of the clerk’s sales which have
been listed and the charge sales of the same clerk give the total
sales of each clerk for the day. The addition of these totals gives
the entire sales of the day by departments, separately, and by each
individual clerk.
Cash and Merchandise Credit. All of the cash slips and mer
chandise credit slips which have been received in the ledger depart
ment are passed over to the auditor as soon as recorded, and treated
in exactly the same manner described for cash checks or charge checks.
A recapitulation of these gives the cash and merchandise credits to
each of the different departments for the general bookkeeper, and
shows the cash credit upon each individual ledger for the day. The
total cash credits for the day must agree with the report received from
the assistant cashier of payments by customers on account.
Auditor’ s Reports. A daily sales sheet showing separately the
receipts by department and by clerk the total of each department,
and a proof of the various cashiers’ balances is made up by the auditor
as in Fig. 69. A recapitulation for each of these items is kept for each
day in the month, so that at the end of the month, a monthly statement
of the same character, Fig. 70, may be submitted in addition to the
daily statement. Every transaction in the house involving either
debit or credit, and even going beyond this to the point of checking
packages in and out of the shipping room and the work of the de
livery men, is subject to the rigid supervision of the auditing depart
ment. Daily statements covering every operation are made and
submitted to the management, and the same careful recapitulation,
proving, and summing up must be carried out as has been described
for cash and charge sales.
In the descriptions already given of the workings of the various
departments, reference has been made as to portions of the form,
duplicates or triplicates, for the use of the auditing department,
and it is thus that every department, down to the minutest detail, is
checked by the auditor and the results summarized for daily state
ments and placed in comparison books for daily, weekly, and monthly
records.
DEPARTMENT SUMMARIES
From the information obtained through the auditing of charges
and returns, the total sales, the credits, and the net sales of each de-

Fig. 69.

Auditor’s Daily Sales Report by Clerks and Departments
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partment for each day are easily obtained. Following this, the net
purchases of the department are entered and, if it is desired, the net
loss or gain from each department for each day may be obtained
by using an arbitrary percentage (which has been proven) as the
actual gross profits of the department in order to obtain the gross
profits of the day, and an arbitrary percentage (which has been
proven) as the net charges in order to obtain the net loss or gain for
the day. The net sales must be multiplied by this arbitrary per-

Fig. 70.

M onthly Summary of Sales b y Clerks

centage in order to show the proper results. After the daily loss or
gain has been entered for one month, six months, or one year, the
actual loss or gain of the department is determined, and a comparison
is made between the arbitrary figures and the actual result. For
instance, if the arbitrary gain of last year for a certain department
is taken at 8.33%, and it is found after the actual profits have been
determined that they exceed the arbitrary figure and come to 9 % ,
it will show that the department has made a percentage gain over

Fig. 71.

Recapitulation of Departmental Sales and Profits
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the previous year in profits of .67%. A ruling of the form suitable
for this purpose is shown in Fig. 71.
The total results from the daily sheet above described are
entered in a department summary record, Fig. 72. This sheet is
somewhat similar to the daily record, except that one sheet is given
to each department, and there are thirty-one lines down the page
(one for each day of the month) with a total or footing line at the
bottom. As the entries from the daily sheet are made on the depart
ment sheet, they are continued from day to day until the end of the
month. Following are twelve summary sheets similar to Fig. 72,
one for each month in the year, upon which are entered the totals
of the preceding monthly sheets. These should be followed by
similar sheets for quarterly, semi-annual, three-quarter year, and
annual results, all requiring the same ruling.
Abstracts can be made from this book as often as desired for
purposes of comparison and it is also a good plan to keep a monthly
book made up of sheets for each department similar to the daily
sheets, but entering the results as outlined from the monthly totals
of the daily sheet instead of the daily totals.
A purchase book comparative monthly and at the other periods
mentioned, should be kept in a manner similar to the above.
INVENTORIES

Inventories are taken under the supervision of department
managers, and, as has been stated in another portion of this book,
some houses take the inventory of certain departments each week,
so that at the end of the year the entire store has been inventoried
without having any definite inventory period. It is more common,
however, to take an inventory of the entire store at one time, which
is usually done (on account of the division of the work, and the large
number employed in it) in from one to two days. This inventory
is usually taken at the time when the stock is most likely to be de
pleted and the business of the store the lightest.
In preparing for an inventory, the inventory blank, Fig. 73,
or a number of them, as may be necessary, are given to the depart
ments to be filled out by them as per instructions. These sheets
are in duplicate and each sheet— whether used, unused, or spoiled—
must be returned to the main office. The sheets are numbered

Fig. 72.

Monthly Summary of the Business of a Department
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before leaving the office. The inventory writer must repeat the
quantity and price of each item. The present value must be stated
if there is any deterioration in the value of the goods. Each item
must be entered at actual cost but without deducting cash discount.
The cost price must be in the same denomination as the quantity.
After the inventory is taken, it is returned to the general office
where it is extended into the last or proof column. The department
number and the number of the sheet are shown at the top of the
proof strip column (which is perforated), and after the completion
of the first extensions the proof strip is torn off and preserved while
the original inventory is given to different extenders to be extended
in the proper column. After the work is completed, the proof strip
is compared with the total of the original sheet. If it tallies, the
work is correct, and if it does not, by placing this strip next to the
column of figures on the original the point of difference is immedi
ately detected and the error can be rectified. Very much time is
saved by adopting this simple proof, and errors possible to be made
in extensions are either avoided entirely or detected without any
loss of time.
All of the sheets containing the inventory of one department
are kept together and filed together. The total figures, as shown
by the inventories of each department, are entered in an inventory
summary, which is used for the closing of the department account
and also for purposes of comparison. The form of this summary
sheet is shown in Fig. 74.
PROFIT STATEMENT FOR DEPARTMENTS

A profit statement for departments is shown in Fig. 75. This
statement employs one sheet for each department for each month.
The information obtained is as follows: merchandise on hand
last month, merchandise received during month, less merchandise
returned during month, net amount of merchandise received, and
total merchandise; cash sales, less cash returns, and net cash sales;
charge sales, less credits (merchandise returned) , and net charge sales;
total sales; cost of, less cost of returns, and net cost of merchandise;
gross profit on sale, balance merchandise on hand, gross profit,
salary, freight or express, incidental expense, total expense, and
net profit. This form contains valuable information and may be
summarized in longer periods if so desired.

Fig. 73.

Sheet Used for Listing Inventories

Fig. 74.

Monthly Summary of Inventories by Departments
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THE PRO RATA

The pro rata, or the proportion of overhead or general expense
which it is just and fair to charge to each department is a subject
to which department stores accountants have given a great deal of

Fig. 75.

Monthly Departmental Profit Statement

attention, resulting in a considerable difference of opinion and various
methods. This question involves many fine distinctions and, on
account of the variability of the stocks and the large difference in
sales and profits, it has been one most difficult to determine to the
complete satisfaction of everybody concerned.
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Without a doubt the most favorable method of prorating on
a single basis, and one that is used by most large firms, is on the value
of space occupied by the department. T o do this, it is necessary
to ascertain the square-foot value of the floor space on each floor of
the building, which in some cases may differ considerably, even on
the same floor. The space then occupied by the department is
charged to that department on the rental basis as established by
these figures. The proportion that this amount bears to the total
rental value of the building is the proportion with which this depart
ment must be charged.
It is probably clearly understood by this time of what these
overhead expenses consist. There are the general executive expense
of the business, the general operating and wage expense (which is
not chargeable to any given department), heat, light, power, delivery
charges, stable expense, advertising, and a number of other elements
entering into this general expense. It is somewhat difficult to prorate
the department expense on this basis, and it is not always an equi
table basis, as there are some departments, such as the carpet and rug,
or furniture department, that require a very extensive floor space,
while there are other departments, perhaps equaling these in profits
and sales, such as silks and velvets, or fine laces, which require but
very little floor space. Another instance is the notion counter,
which requires considerable floor space with very small sales, and
consequently a lesser opportunity to be profitable. It does not seem
just that a notion department which might occupy four times the
space of the silk department with one-eighth of the profit should be
prorated to four times the amount of overhead expense charged to
the silk department.
Another method of prorating is by discovering what propor
tion the gross profits of a department bears to the total gross profit
of all of the departments combined. Whatever percentage this
proves to be is the percentage of the overhead expense which is
charged to the department. This does not seem altogether fair
from the fact that it may put the heaviest expense upon a depart
ment which is by no means the most prominent, but which, for
tunately, has been the most profitable. There is no just reason why
the department should pay more than another department similarly
situated, simply because it may have been able by wise management,
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excellent sales people, and a proper selection of goods, to make the
most money. Instead of placing a premium upon excellence in
management, judgment in selection of goods, and the handling of
employes by the department manager, this plan rather provides a
penalty. It has its good features, however, as the weaker depart
ments are not burdened with an unjust share of the expense simply
because it is necessary for them to be located in a most expensive
part of the store.
The very antithesis of this method is that of basing the pro
portion of expense chargeable to each department on the pro
portion that the total inventory of the department bears to the
total inventory of all the departments combined. By this plan, it
makes every department manager responsible for the success of
his own department, as he is both buyer and sales manager. The
man who buys judiciously and is able to sell at a good profit has less
goods on hand at the time of taking inventory than one who loads
up with unsalable goods. If a manager knows that the amount of
expense his department must bear is based on his keeping his in
vestment in stock as low as possible without neglecting the actual
requirements of his department, he will be constantly on the alert
not to over-buy and not to become over-stocked. Thus, from the
standpoint of the manager of the business, whose purse first feels
the strain of unnecessary investment, and the manager of the de
partment, who desires to have his department make the best show
ing possible, this plan has its good points. It is not applicable to
every case. For instance, the restaurant or tea room, while it occupies
an extensive floor space, would have practically no inventory what
ever, and the same might be said of some other departments.
As each of the three methods mentioned have their good points,
there is no reason in the world why all three of them should not be
used for this purpose. The pro rata percentage by floor space
could be ascertained, also the pro rata of gross profits, as well as the
pro rata of inventory. A department might show the following:
PLAN

PRO R A T A

P ro fits ...........

7%
4 .6%

Inventory. ..
Total...
Average

15 4%
5 . 133%

Floor Space.

3 8%
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While this department, if charged on the basis of floor space,
would pay 7% , on the basis of profits, 4.6% , or, on the basis of
inventory, 3.8%, it is found that by averaging, the equitable amount
to pay is 5.133%. In the first plan it would be paying too much and
in the second and third plans, too little.
The same ratio which is used to determine the proportion of
general expense to be borne by departments is also used to deter
mine what proportion of indirect profits such as cash discount, in
terest, etc., shall be credited to the department’s annual profits.
THE GENERAL BOOKS
Sometimes the chief bookkeeper has charge of the general
books, and sometimes the auditor is the head of the bookkeeping
department. In some houses this office is merged into one, and
the chief auditor also has charge of the general books.
As almost every firm operating a department store has become
incorporated, the accounts necessary for an incorporated company
are carried in the general ledger. In place of the usual merchandise
account, separate accounts are found for every department in the
store, the debit and credit postings to which are made daily from the
final reports of the auditing department. This division of depart
mental accounts takes the place of the merchandise account. The
miscellaneous expense account such as salaries, wages to non-departmental labor, rent, insurance, taxes, advertising, light, power, fuel,
delivery expense, maintenance of stables, miscellaneous expense, etc.,
are kept in the general ledger. The controlling account for the various
customers’ ledgers and for the purchase ledgers (if kept), as well
as the other usual general accounts, are also kept in the general ledger.
All the postings to the general ledger are made from the final
daily summaries furnished for the chief bookkeeper by the auditing
department. In closing the books, all of the miscellaneous expense
accounts are finally closed into general expense. This account
is subdivided and closed for the year by charging to the different
department accounts the proportion of the total general expense as
indicated by the pro rata percentage obtained in whatever manner
determined upon, as has been before explained. After the net loss
or gain of each departmental account has been obtained, these
balances are transferred to the loss and gain account.

Pig. 76.

A Satisfactory Form for General Ledger
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The indirect profits as shown by the discount account, the
interest account, and any other credit account not directly credited
to departments should be closed into miscellaneous profits account
and the total of this account should be divided pro rata to the depart
ment and credited to its account before the final balance is obtained.
The regular, special, and periodical comparative statements
to the management are made by the auditing department but the
annual statement is made up by the general bookkeeper from the
general books which, as far as the auditing department is concerned,
will balance with their annual statement. The books used by the
general bookkeeper are the ordinary center-ruled journal, with three
or four columns on a side, and the four-column ledger debit, credit,
debit balance, and credit balance. A sample of the ruling of the
general ledger is shown in Fig. 76.
PERFECT BALANCING SYSTEM
The successful operation of the accounting department of a
general store depends absolutely upon the effectiveness of the daily
balancing system. It has been shown very clearly how every detail
of the business from one end of the house to the other is subjected
to this balance proof. The celerity with which this is accomplished
adds very materially to its value, and it is here that the adding ma
chines, listing machines, and typewriters have been found to be of
such value, as the operations may be very rapidly accomplished and
the results relied upon.
Herewith is given a brief summary of the various balancing
features which have been enumerated.
MUST BALANCE DAILY

Cash Sales Checks
Charge Sales Checks
Total of these
C. O. D. Checks
C. O. D.’s Collected
C. O. D.’s Uncollected
C. O. D.’s Collected
Cash Register Sales
Inspector’s Slips

with Cashier’s Department Total.
"
Total Department Charges.
"
Total Department Sales.
"
C. O. D. Register.
"

Total C. O. D. Balance.

"

Cashier’s C. O. D. Receipts.
Cash Register Tape and Cash.
Department Sales.
Total Department Cash.
Total Sub-cashier’s Cash.
Total Dept. Charge Sales.
Total of Individual Clerk’s Sales.

"
"

Total Cash Sales

"

Total Charge Sales
Total Charge Sales

"
"
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with Total Department Sales.
Clerk’s Record Cards
“ Department Charges for Returns.
Total Returns
“ Adjustment Bureau Record.
Total Returns
Total Credit Purchases in Purchase “
Charges against Departments for
Register
Credit Purchases.
“
Total
Charges to Departments for
Total Cash Purchases
Cash Purchases.
“
Total Sales.
Total Daily Department Sales
Total Purchases Charged to De
“
Total Department Purchases.
partments
Total Expense Charges to De
“
Total Department Expense.
partments
Total Deliveries
“
Total Driver’s Report.
Total M. O. D. Dept. Charges
“ M. O. D. Requisition Register.
Dr. Posting to Customers’ Ledgers
“
Department Charge Sales.
“
Charge Sales as shown by Charge
Dr. Posting to Customers’ Ledgers
Individual Checks.
Dr. Posting to Customers’ Ledger
“
Clerk’s Record Slips.
Cashier’s Report of Receipts from
“
Cr. Postings Customers' Ledger.
Customers’ Merchandise Returns
Department Dr. Returns
“
Cr. Returned Merchandise.
Credit Postings to Customer’s
“
Store Cashier’s Cash Receipts on
Ledger
a/c, Rebates and Returns.

EXAM INATION PAPER

DEPARTMENT STORE
ACCOUNTS
P A R T II

Read Carefully: Place your name and full address at the head of the
paper. Any cheap, light paper like the sample previously sent you may be
used. Do not crowd your work, but arrange it neatly and legibly. D o n o t
copy
m ay

th e a n s w e r s fr o m
h e s u r e th a t y o u

th e I n s t r u c t i o n
u n d ersta n d

P a per;

u se

you r

ow n

w ord s,

so

th a t

w e

th e s u b je c t.

1. How does the cash for sales made during the day reach
the main cashier? How is the accuracy of the cashier’s report de
termined?
2. Explain the use of a cash register in a department store
and how it is checked up.
3. What ledgers should be used in a department store, and
why?
4. How is the amount of the balance of each customer’s
ledger ascertained without reference to the books themselves?
5. Explain how the charge sales are prepared for posting
and posted in the customers’ ledgers, and how the posting is proven.
6. What check has the head bookkeeper on the accuracy of
the work of his assistants?
7. What is the relation of the billing department to the ac
counting department? Tell what is done with their work, how it is
done, and what it proves.
8. How many customers’ ledgers would you use in a store
having 6,000 city accounts? How would you divide them?
9. How is the pay-roll determined and verified?
10. What is accomplished by the auditing department?
11. What reports must emanate from the auditing department
and to whom are they to be made?
12. Explain the meaning of a “ store sale.” How is it recorded
and collected?
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13. What reports must be made by the stable superintendents
and to whom should they be made?
14. Explain the method of taking a “ proof inventory.”
15. Explain the auditing of charge sales.
16. Tell the meaning of the “ pro-rata.” Give an explanation
of its use.
17. Mention the different methods of securing the “ pro-rata.”
Tell which method you consider best and why you so consider it.
18. Give the names of the principal accounts that must be
kept in the general ledger.
19. What is the m . o. d .? What is its purpose and what
books and forms are used in its general work? Name the principal
ones.
20. Give a summary of the various balances and balancing
features that go to prove the accuracy of the daily work.
After completing the work, add and sign the following statement?

I hereby certify that the above work is entirely my own.
(Signed)

